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Marine Acoustics Direct And Inverse
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science tracked large sharks in Miami and The Bahamas to understand how these migratory animals respond to major storms, like hurricanes.
New study tracks large sharks during hurricanes
Oceans cover more than two-thirds of the earth's surface. For centuries, these bodies of water have supplied us with a bountiful harvest of ocean wildlife and millions of well-paying jobs. Unless ...
The Retired Investor: Empty Oceans
Plastics bring many societal benefits and offer future technological and medical advances. At the same time, its usage and disposal are associated with real problems also. Accumulation in landfills ...
Humans are ingesting microplastics every day
Constructed of rugged, lightweight marine fibreglass-reinforced plastic ... the points that must be visited; way-lines, the direct lines between waypoints; position-keeping at a set point ...
Orchestrating a deep-ocean fleet of explorers
A LOCAL environmental group is part of a project to save salmon from extinction in the area’s rivers. Findhorn, Nairn and Lossie Fisheries Trust (FNLFT) has partnered with the Atlantic Salmon Trust ...
Findhorn, Nairn and Lossie Fisheries Trust teams up with Atlantic Salmon Trust to investigate decline in species in Scottish waters
The human microbiome—the collection of microbes living in the gut—is now recognized as an important contributor to health and disease. The environment, the host, and microbe-microbe interactions are ...
Piecing together the preterm infant microbiome
Disney’s filmmakers had stumbled onto an issue that has long fascinated philosophers and zoologists: the gap between animal minds and our own. The dream of bridging that divide, perhaps by speaking ...
The Challenges of Animal Translation
They were able to capture ice quakes and transportation activities on the North Slope of Alaska while also monitoring for other climate signals and marine life. The team, led by Sandia ...
Sandia embarks on Arctic seafloor data project using new underwater technique
1 Department of Marine Sciences, University of Gothenburg ... Here, we present the first direct observations of ocean temperature, salinity, and oxygen beneath Thwaites Ice Shelf front, collected by ...
Pathways and modification of warm water flowing beneath Thwaites Ice Shelf, West Antarctica
Oshkosh's alliance with Hanwha on the Army's next-generation infantry fighting vehicle could shake up the competition.
Oshkosh’s Latest Bid To Grow Its Military Vehicle Footprint Could Change The Industry
Joint press release of GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel, Alfred-Wegener Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research ... not only address the direct impacts that ...
Assessing the impacts of nodule mining on the deep-sea environment
Previous SURF mentoring: Khanh Dam (2011) “What can we learn from marine mammals lipids ... metabolites by liquid chromatography mass spectrometry." The Scripps Acoustic Ecology Lab investigates ...
2021 SURF Research Projects - Descriptions
An independent panel said the plant, currently under construction in Somerset, poses a threat to marine life in the ... It argues that installing the "acoustic fish deterrent" system is too ...
Hinkley Point C nuclear power station could suck up 182m fish each year, experts warn
In addition, the new passenger information system will create an exclusive passenger experience with clearer acoustics ... growing population and result in direct, indirect and induced job ...
Wabtec Wins a Significant Order for London Underground
The inverse has been low in-person visitation since ... and arrows on the floor to direct people through the exhibits one way. Beyond the exhibits, the museum’s outdoor spaces are being ...
Arts and Culture: Resilience in the arts
Yet another year counting down, the pandemic is still making all sorts of headlines. Investors reeling from the effects of COVID-19 isn’t news anymore, it has become part ...
Post-COVID: Is Now A Good Time To Invest In Real Estate
MIAMI--A new study led by scientists at the University of Miami (UM) Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science tracked large sharks in Miami and The Bahamas to understand how these migratory ...
New study tracked large sharks during hurricanes
On the other hand, the low interest may push the investors to increase their home prices because generally, mortgage interest rates and house prices have an inverse ... in a direct effect on ...
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